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and fakirs live in the forests of India. They move fearlessly among
tigers, wolves, snakes, etc., and one never hears of their coming to
any harm on that account. It might be argued that there must be
casualties even among them through snake-bites, or predatory aai-
mals; this is very likely. We know, though, that in comparison
with the great number of reptiles, etc., the jogis and fakirs -are so
few that if these deadly creatures were set on destroying them, not
one of them would survive. We are told—and we believe it to be
true—that these jogis and fakirs keep no weapons with which to
withstand these beasts. This proves that some dreaded beasts are
friendly to or, at any rate, do not touch some jogis and fakirs. I
personally feel that when we rid ourselves of all enmity towards
any living creatures, the latter also cease to regard us with hate.
Compassion or love is man's greatest excellence. Without this he
cannot cultivate love of God. We come to realize in all the religions,
more or less clearly, that compassion is the root of the higher life.
Furthermore, is it not possible that the very existence of crea-
tures like snakes or the cruelty in their nature reflects our own atti-
tudes? Is there not cruelty enough in man? On our tongues
there is always poison similar to a snake's. We tear our brethren
to pieces as wolves and tigers do. Religious books tell us that
when man becomes pure in heart, the lamb and the tiger will live
like friends. So long as in our own selves there is conflict between
the tiger and the lamb, is it any wonder that there should be a
similar conflict in this world-body? We but mirror the world.
All the tendencies present in the outer world are to be found in
the world of our body. If we could change ourselves, the tenden-
cies in the world would also change. As a man changes his own
nature, so does the attitude of the world change towards him. This
is the divine mystery supreme. A wonderful thing it is and the
source of our happiness. We need not wait to see what others do.
The purpose of writing at such length on the subject of snake-
bite is that if, instead of merely suggesting a few concrete remedies,
we go deeper into the matter, we discover a miraculous remedy
with which to face all such terrors and, if even one reader adopts
it, my writing this will not have been in vain. It has been said
earlier, moreover, that the purpose of these chapters on health is not
merely to promote physical health but examine the means of culti-
vating health of every kind.
Even modern research-workers admit that a man who is
healthy, whose blood is not overheated and whose food is whole-
some, will not be affected by snake venom. On the other hand,
if a man's blood is overheated with intoxicants, spices, or hot foods,

